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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP F

GERMANY
They are nicknamed “The Team” (Die Mannschaft) for a reason. Germany enters the
2018 edition of the FIFA World Cup as the defending champions and the current
holders of the FIFA Confederations Cup, a preamble to the June finals in Russia. You
could see why they are currently the top-ranked team in the world. It gets worse,
Die Mannschaft boasts of a squad with two most fundamental ingredients which
have proven essential for World Cup glory, skill, and experience. Nine of the players
that led the nation to the 2014 triumph are still pretty much an integral element of
this years’ troops and some players like Mario Gotze who scored the winning goal in
Brazil 2014, has been replaced by better options in Joachim Low’s wisdom. You can
hardly argue any case against Germany replicating Brazil 1962 by winning the
tournament twice in a role. Can you for a moment imagine that they won the 2017
FIFA Confederations Cup with a youth team? Many of the players that formed that
team have since failed to make Low’s final 23-man squad. With 18 appearances, 14
semi-final appearances, 8 final appearances, and 4 titles - Die Mannschaft are
undoubtedly strong contenders for the Russia 2018 title. 

TEAM CAPTAIN MANUEL NEUER 

CAPTAIN: Manuel Neuer (Bayern Munich) 

The 32-year old shot stopper has dominated the footballing world since
2011. Among his over 20 personal accolades, Neuer was named in the FIFA
FIFPro World IX in 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016. He also won the Golden Glove
in Brazil 2014 and with 75 caps for the national team, he is a player the
Germany population can trust between the sticks. He is widely known for
being a sweeper-keeper, a guy who really becomes involved in a match, at
times going as far as the center line exchanging passes with the rest of the
team. Neuer is a face of confidence in the Germany setup, one who is still
expected to play in the starting eleven even though he has been on the
sidelines for 8 months with injury. 

COACH: Joachim Low 
The 58-year old veteran coach
has been Germany’s Gaffer
since taking over from Jurgen
Klinsmann in 2016. He has
since led the nation to a UEFA
European Championship final
in 2008, two semi-final
appearances in 2012, 2016 and
world cup semi-final in 2010
before lifting the trophy in
2014. Low also won the 2017
Confederations Cup with a  
  

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 18th 

Best World Cup finish: Champion ( 1954, 1974, 1990, 2014) 

2014 finish: Champions 

Qualifying: Won 10/10 of their qualifying matches, finished top of Europe’s Group C 

Schedule:  Mexico (Sunday, June 17, 11.a.m. EST), Sweden (Saturday, June 23, 2.p.m EST), South Korea
(Wednesday, June 27, 10.a.m EST) 

youth squad and has recently been linked club football with the likes of Real
Madrid and Arsenal also fancying their chances with him at some point. Low
has an impressive win rate of 65.84% with Germany in 161 matches, the
highest of all the seven teams he has managed in his career. 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP F

X-Factor:  Mesut Ozil (Arsenal) 

He is man who needs no
introduction. With an intelligent
football mind, silky feet and
something inexplicable, Mesut
has become one of the special
midfielders of our time. Joachim
Low has basically built the team
around Ozil, a player who can
change the game with one pass.
Here is what Mourinho said
about him after Arsenal signed
him from Real Madrid in 2013: 

Top U23 Player: Timo Werner
(RB Leipzig) 
The 22-year-old is perhaps the
pacey, “ice-in-the-veins”
striker that Germany has been
looking for since Lukas
Podolski. He has made a name
for himself in the Bundesliga
as a result of successive
performances that saw him
headline the news of the
fairytale story of RB Leipzig. In
the 2017/18 football season
alone, Werner scored a  

How will they play?
Projected Line-Up

Projected lineup (4-2-3-1): Manuel Neuer; Joshua Kimmich; Mats
Hummels; Jerome Boateng; Jonas Hector; Sami Khedira; Toni Kroos;
Julian Draxler; Mesut Ozil; Marco Reus; Timo Werner. 

Breakdown
Why root for them?: They have the talent and experience to go all the way. 

Why root against them?: Because they are defending champions, would be
really boring if they win again. 

If you’re going to watch one game …against South Korea, you might be
treated to a goals galore festival. 

"Ozil is unique. There is no copy of him, not even a bad copy. He is the best No.10 in
the world. He makes things very easy for me and for his team-mates with his
football vision and the decisions he makes. Everyone loves him and sees a bit of Luis
Figo and Zinedine Zidane in him." 

Joachim Low has tried a host of formations but usually favors a 4-2-3-1 with four
defenders protecting the goalkeeper, one midfielder lying deep to protect the
defense and the other one assisting the front three attacking midfielders. Only
one striker would play in this formation relying on service from either wings and
from Ozil in the middle of the park. 

remarkable 23 goals in 52 appearances in all competitions. His nine assists
tell the story of a complete striker who finishes and create chances, much
more than the acclaimed Harry Kane who served up only 4 assists in as many
matches. With Mario Gomez appearing for his last world cup for Germany
and Muller also in the ranks - expect Werner not to get all the minutes but
you can assured that this young viper will serially strike. Are we going to
witness the reincarnation of the golden boy, Lukas Podolski? 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP F

KOREA REPUBLIC
Enroute to Russia 2018, The Taegeuk Tigers had mixed fortunes. They blew away
teams in all their eight first-round matches, winning everything, scoring 27 goals
and conceding none. As the qualifiers became tougher in the ensuing rounds, they
faltered. In fact, they failed to win any of their last five away matches and got a
favor from Uzbekistan on the final day to secure qualification. The 61st ranked team
in the world has an uninspiring record of 17 losses and 67 goals conceded in World
Cup history and would need to put up a strong fight if they are to get something out
of Group F.  

TEAM CAPTAIN KI SUNG-YUENG

CAPTAIN: Ki Sung-Yueng (Swansea City) 

Ki is one of the most popular Korean footballers of our time. The 29-year
old currently plays for the relegated English Premier League side, Swansea
City and has been in their ranks since 2012. He is a dynamic midfielder who
can dribble with ease and pick passes anywhere on the field of play. Even
though the past 2017/18 EPL campaign was a frustrating time for him and
the other Swansea players as their team struggled, you could still see his
genius footballing mind at work several times. He has been capped a 100
times for the senior national team and is entrusted to lead the nation put
up a fight and get something against all odds. 

COACH:  Shin Tae-Yong 

The 49-year old took over the
reins from Uli Stielike in July
2017 and steered the Taegeuk
Warriors to their 10th World
Cup qualification.The former
Korean international has
coached the junior national
teams and proved his
credentials when he won the
Asian Football Confederation
Champions League with
Seongnam Ilhwa Chunma. He
also won the EAFF East Asian
Cup with South Korea in 2017. 

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 10th 

Best World Cup finish: 4th Place (2002) 

2014 finish: Bottom of group H 

Qualifying: Finished 2nd in Asia Group 1 

Schedule: Sweden (Monday, June 18, 8.a.m EST), Mexico (Saturday, June 23, 11.a.m EST), Germany
(Wednesday, June 27, 10.a.m EST) 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP F

X-Factor: Son Heung Min
(Tottenham) 

To many, the Spurs man needs
no introduction. The 25-year old
has the ability to score goals for
fun on his day and has been
doing that at Tottenham since
his arrival from Bayer
Leverkusen. He is the man that
Mauricio Pochettino looks up for
goals in the absence of the
formidable Harry Kane. The ever
smiling assassin scored 12  

Top U23 Player: Lee Seung-
Woo (Hellas Verona) 

The 20-year old forward plies
his trade in Italy. The young
winger made headlines after he
was named in Shin’s final 23-
man squad, a week after he
made his debut. The highly
talented forward was in the
Barcelona youth team from
2011-2016 and joined the
Italian side in the 2017. He won 

How will they play? Projected Line-Up

Projected lineup (3-4-3): Seung-Gyu Kim;Young-Sun Yun;Sung-Yueng
Ki;Ban-Suk Oh;Yong-Joon Lee;Ja-Cheol Koo; Woo-Young Jung;Min-Woo
Kim;Jae-Sung Lee;Hee-Chan Hwang;Heung-Min Son 

Breakdown
Why root for them?: Because Son’s smile is a thing of beauty 

Why root against them?: They are actually not going to win this years’
world cup 

If you’re going to watch one game … against Sweden, they are likely going
to be more expressive and release the talents of Lee and Son to shine 

They will most likely employ the modern 3-4-2 with a back three including
Captain Ki, two full backs on either wings among the four midfielders and a front
three, with one player, Jae-Sung Lee dropping a bit behind Son and Hwang to
assume an attacking midfield role. 

 the Asian Young Footballer of the year award in 2017. The creative and pacey
youngster has been nicknamed the “Korean Messi” and is surely an exciting
talent to keep any eye on in the next few years. 

Premier League goals and registered 6 assists in 27 appearances of which he
started only 10. For context sake, it’s actually really really hard to reach double
figures for goals in the Premier League. Son has been equally good for his
country as well, sitting at 21 goals in 65 caps. 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP F

MEXICO
El Tricolor (The Tricolor) have a clean sheet in terms of  World Cup finals
appearances. Russia will be their 16th FIFA World Cup final appearances after
entering 16 qualifying campaigns. Ranked at the 15th spot on the FIFA/Coca-Cola
Global rankings, Mexico is undoubtedly the most dominant force in Central, North
America, and the Caribbean. They secured Russia 2018 qualification from the
CONCACAF region with three games to spare and losing only once against Costa
Rica, that is after they had already booked their ticket to Russia. They will be
looking to get one over Germany in Group F after the world champions beat them 4-
1 in the 2017 FIFA Confederations Cup semi-finals in Russia. Above all, will this be
the year that they will go beyond their quarter-finals, for the first time? 

TEAM CAPTAIN GUARDADO

CAPTAIN: José Andrés Guardado Hernández (Real Betis) 

Guardado idolizes the Mexican veteran, Rafael Marquez. You can see a lot
of the former Barcelona midfielder in the El Tri captain who has insane
stamina and work-rate. He is also a decent dribbler and long range and free
kicks expert. The 31-year-old has won 144 caps for his country, netting 25
times. In 2015 at the CONCACAF Gold Cup tournament, Guardado won the
Golden Ball Award for the most outstanding player of the tournament. 
  

COACH: Juan Carlos Osorio 

The 56-year old Colombian
assumed the El Tricolor
mentorship role in 2015. He
began coaching at a very
young age after sustaining a
serious injury at 26. Osorio, a
player turned academician
attained a diploma in
coaching from Liverpool’s
John Moores University and a
bachelor’s degree in Exercise
Science from 

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 16th 

Best World Cup finish: 8th (1970, 1986) 

2014 finish: Round of 16 ( Lost 2-1 to the Netherlands) 

Qualifying: Finished top of the CONCACAF top 6 group with 6 wins, 3 draws and 1 loss. 

Schedule: Germany (Sunday, June 17, 11.a.m EST), Korea Republic (Saturday, June 23, 11.a.m EST),
Sweden (Wednesday, June 27, 10.a.m EST) 

 Southern Connecticut State University. He joined Manchester City coaching
staff in 2001 and has also managed New York Red Bulls and Chicago Fire. His
biggest successes as a coach came at Atletico Nacional in his home country,
Colombia. He won four national championships and two Copa Colombia
trophies. His win rate with the Mexico national team stands at 65.22 %,
remember Joachim Low’s rate with Germany is 65.84% - not too far behind. 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP F

X-Factor: Rafael Marquez (Retired
Club Football) 

This time, it’s not about Mexico all-
time leading goal scorer Javier
“Chicharito” Hernandez. At 39-years
of age, Rafa retired from club in
April, bowing out of Atlas, the club
where he began his career 22 years
ago. He will equal a record 5th time
appearance in Russia after receiving
a call from Osorio. The man
nicknamed El Kaiser has 143 caps
for Mexico and scored 19 times. 

Top U23 Player: Hirving
“Chucky”Lozano (PSV
Eindhoven) 

The Dutch based winger was
Mexico’s top scorer during the
2018 FIFA World Cup
qualification matches. Lozano
was central to PSV’s 2017/18
title winning season, scoring 17
times and assisted on 8
occasions in only 29 matches.
Chucky won eight Man of The
Match Awards and resultantly 

How will they play?

Projected Line-Up
Projected lineup (4-3-3): Guillermo Ochoa (Standard Liege) ; Miguel
Layun (Sevilla); Hector Moreno (Real Sociedad); Diego Reyes (Porto);
Carlos Salcedo (Eintracht Frankfurt); Andres Guardado (Real Betis);
Hector Herrera (Porto); Jonathan dos Santos (LA Galaxy);Jesus “Tecatito”
Corona (Porto); Javier “Chicharito” Hernandez (West Ham United);
Hirving Lozano (PSV). 

Breakdown
Why root for them?: Because 39-year-old Rafael Marquez is in the squad
and it will surely be the last we will see him on the pitch. 

Why root against them?: Because they are not exactly favorites to win it,
having not reached the last four in their history. 
  
If you’re going to watch one game…against Germany, they can actually
cause an upset. 

 What he offers to the team can be hardly put into words. Mexican striker, Carlos
Vela who plays for Los Angeles FC tried though: 
"I don't think there are enough words to describe what he represents to all
Mexican players. If I have to give him my spot, I’d let him have it.” - Carlos Vela,
Mexico team-mate 

Osorio will most likely employ a traditional 4-3-3 with a sitting backline of four,
two defensive minded midfielders and one attacking midfielder to assist the the
stiker flanked by two wingers. 

 became linked to a host of European big clubs including Chelsea, Everton
and Barcelona. Luis Suarez was reportedly vouching for the 22-year-old to
replace him at Barcelona. 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP F

SWEDEN
You might have wondered why Netherlands and Italy didn’t make it to the 2018
Russia finals, your answer is here -Blagult (The Blue-Yellow). Sweden beat
Netherlands to the second spot of Europe’s Group A of the qualifying rounds and
booked a play-off place with the Azzurri (Italy). We never thought we could have a
world cup without Italy after 60 years of consistent world cup appearances but
Sweden did the unthinkable, writing them off in a famous 1-0 aggregate victory.
Blagult is ranked 23rd in the world and is slowly becoming the modern ‘Italy,’ being
very compact and razor sharp counter-attacking style. They were very impressive in
the qualifying group stages, losing no matches at home and registering seven clean
sheets in ten matches. Sweden beat France 2-1 at home and frustrated the
Netherlands to a 1-1 draw in the opening qualifier.  If you are looking for “party
poopers,” Sweden is your pick - they can frustrate anyone in this years’ finals. 

TEAM CAPTAIN GRANQVIST

CAPTAIN: Andreas Granqvist (Krasnodar FC)  

The 33-year old Granqvist has been in the Swedish ranks for 12 years now,
making a total of 69 appearances and scoring 6 goals. He part of the pair of
center-backs and neatly organizes the entire backline. He won the 2017
GuldBollen, an award given to the best Swedish Male Player of The Year.
Granqvist also knows a lot about Russia being based at Krasnador FC and
this could come in handy calming the nerves of his teammates. 

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 12th  
   
Best World Cup finish: Runners-up (1958) 

2014 finish: N/A (Last appeared in 2006) 

Qualifying: Finished 2nd in Europe Group A 

Schedule: Korea Republic (Monday, June 18, 8.a.m EST), Germany (Saturday, June 23, 2.p.m EST), Mexico
(Wednesday, June 27, 10.a.m EST) 

COACH: Jan Olof Andersson 

After Zlatan Ibrahimovic
announced that he was retiring
from international football in
June 2016, the Swedish team
had a near impossible task of
reimagining themselves after
over a decade of everything
revolving around Zlatan.
Andersson stepped up and did
just that. The 55-year Swedish
old focused on building a new 

 team ethic that is built upon a solid defense structure with a bit of flair, always
quick to switch from a defence to attack. He is locally famous for leading IFK
Norrkoping to an unlikely league title win in 2015 and his win-rate with the
Blagult stands at 47.37% 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP F

X-Factor: Emil Forsberg (RB
Leipzig) 

Now this is where it gets very
interesting. The 26-year-old
winger is the brain of the
Swedish midfielder who has the
ability to cut inside and also
change a game with one killer
pass. The Arsenal linked
midfielder was Europe’s assist
king in the 2016/17 season sitting
at 19, ahead of any other
footballer you can think of in  

Top U23 Player: Victor
Lindelof (Manchester United) 

They are not really a youthful
squad. Lindelof is the second
youngest player in the entire
setup who is actually turning
24-years old in July while the
youngest, Emil Krafth also
turns 24 in August. The
Manchester United defender
joined the Red Devils last
summer from Benfica and is
still settling under Jose 

How will they play?

They are most likely going to go for a traditional 4-4-2 which can be predictable
but still hard to contend with. 

Projected Line-Up
Projected lineup (4-4-2): Robin Olsen (FC Copenhagen);Emil Krafth
(Bologna);Victor Lindelof (Manchester United);Andreas Granqvist
(Krasnodar);Martin Olsson (Swansea City);Jimmy Durmaz
(Toulouse);Oscar Hiljemark (Genoa);Albin Ekdal (Hamburg);Emil Forsberg
(RB Leipzig);Marcus Berg (Al Ain);Ola Toivonen (Toulouse) 

Breakdown
Why root for them?: They can be an interesting boogy team for anyone 

Why root against them?: There is no more Zlatan... 

If you’re going to watch one game …against Mexico, its most likely going to
determine who occupies second place in Group F 

 Mourinho. He has shown glimpses of what he could become in a few years
time and is very good morden defender who is good on the ball. He had a
passing accuracy of 90.8% in the Premier League. 

Europe’s Top 5 Leagues. Forsberg won the Swedish midfielder of the year award in
2014, 2016 and 2017 and was part of the Bundesliga team of the season in the
2016/17 campaign. For Sweden, he is just irreplaceable and would be joy to watch
for all the neutrals. 



FIRSTTOUCH FIFA WORLD CUP 
2018 OVERVIEW IS HERE...


